Compared to other ources,
supplemental fat s on.
there’s no comparis
You’ve got plenty of options. What you need is to
find the best energy choice—the one that will help
you improve herd performance and increase
profitability. Since its introduction decades ago,
MEGALAC® Rumen Bypass Fat has been the go-to
supplemental bypass fat option.

The importance of
apples-to-apples comparisons.
There’s a lot of research out there. Getting a
comprehensive analysis of all relevant published
experiments is a sure way to sift through data in
search of the facts that matter most to your
bottom line.

MAKING A FAT-TO-FAT COMPARISON OF
SUPPLEMENTAL ENERGY.
A comprehensive statistical analysis was conducted
to determine the effect of supplementing lactating
rations with various fat sources compared to feeding
no supplemental fat. The results were published in
the June 2012 issue of the Journal of Dairy Science.1
MEGALAC was the only calcium salt of palm fatty acids
with published research and, thus, was evaluated as
an individual category.
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THE CONCLUSION: NO TWO FATS ARE ALIKE.

ASK FOR MEGALAC BY NAME.

• Not all supplemental fats deliver the same results.

There’s a difference between feeding any fat and
feeding the research-proven choice for improved
herd performance.

•M
 EGALAC provided exceptional results across the
board, outperforming all others in milk volume,
milk fat yield and feed efficiency.
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To learn more about MEGALAC, contact your nutritionist
or ARM & HAMMER® representative, visit AHDairy.com or
PeakReportOnline.com, or call 1-800-526-3563.

